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High job prospects for RRC students: study

Red River College
P110-160 Princess St.
Winnipeg, MB R3B 1K9
www.rrcsa.com

Rachel Hesketh
Volunteer
IF YOU’RE AN aviation management or
advanced graphic design student at Red
River College, you’re among the top programs with the best job prospects once you
graduate, according to a grad survey released by the college in July.
According to Red River College’s
2007-08 Graduate Satisfaction and Employment Report, both programs boast
100 per cent employment rates among
recent graduates.
Each year, the college surveys graduates and collects data related to graduates’
employment status, salary, occupation and
skill use. Graduates are also asked to indicate their level of satisfaction with the education received at the college.
In the latest survey, over 1,300 students representing the graduating class of
2006-07 participated. The report found
88 per cent of Red River graduates are
working in a job related to the program
they took, and earning an average salary
of $34,800 a year.
Jennifer Courtney is one of that 88 per
cent. Though she graduated from the culinary arts program in 1998, she said she got
a job “literally a week out of school.”
The culinary program still boasts an
impressive employment rate — 91 per cent
— and grads earn up to $39,000 per year.
After graduating, Courtney worked
as a chef in high-end Manitoba restaurants for 10 years before deciding to share
her love of cooking through teaching. She
returned to the college, this time for the
technical vocational teacher education
program and is now the foods and culinary
arts teacher at Carman Collegiate.
“It was tough but positive,” Courtney
said her RRC experience. “I would definitely do it again.”
But for business grad Steven Clarke,
finding a job in his field was not as easy.
Clarke, who majored in accounting,
soon found out that despite his job prospects — 93 per cent at the time, 89 per cent
now — he didn’t really want to be an
accountant.
After graduating in 2003 he took a
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Graphic design students at RRC have some of the top job prospects once they graduate.

year off to consider his options.
Having wanting to be a teacher like
his father, he went back to school. He attended Brandon University and is now
teaching in the northern community of
Leaf Rapids.
His experience has translated into
advice he gives to his students about to go
to college.
“Do your research, make sure it’s a
career you would like to follow,” he said.
The vocational industrial teacher education program scores top marks for the
highest starting salary after graduation.
Graduates boast starting salaries of just
over $59,000.
On average, Red River grads earn
around $35,000 — a two per cent increase
over that reported in 2005-06.
To see what job prospects your program offers, check
out the report at http://tinyurl.com/mjg7n8.
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>> Do you think you have a good chance of getting a job once you graduate?

The Projector is the official newspaper of Red
River College and is published by the Red
River College Students’ Association (RRCSA)
every second Monday. The Projector is a
member of the Canadian University Press
(CUP), a national organization of student
newspapers. Opinions expressed in the
Projector do not necessarily reflect those of
the students’ association or Red River College. All material is herein copyrighted to the
Projector, its contributors, and the RRCSA.

Write For Us

Kaija Bailey
Business Administration

Alanna Livingstone
Business Administration

Landon McCormack
Digital Multimedia
Technology

Justin Sweeny
Electrical Engineering

“Yes. The college
prepares us really well.”

“I hope so. I’m thinking
of going into marketing
or finance and the guy
who gave me my VISA at
TD said it’s easy to get
into the banking business
after graduating from Red
River”

“Yes. It’s a high-demand
occupation.”

“Yes, because of the
good things about the
program. There are lots of
opportunities for jobs in
Manitoba in this field.”

GOT A NEWS TIP OR STORY IDEA?
EMAIL EDITOR@RRCSA.COM
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Anyone can write for the Projector, and Red
River College students are encouraged to
contribute. Simply pitch or submit an article
to the appropriate section editor or join our
contributors’ list. Though we will consider all
submissions, due to space restrictions, the
Projector cannot guarantee that all articles
received will be published. If you wish to
respond to something you’ve read in this
issue, letters to the editor can be emailed to
editor@rrcsa.com. To ensure your chances
of being published, letters should strive to
be around 150 to 200 words in length. The
Projector reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, as well as stylistic, grammatical, and legal guidelines. The Projector
also reserves the right to reprint submissions
at any time, in both written and electronic
formats. The Projector will not publish
content that it deems to be racist, sexist, or
otherwise hateful or prejudiced.
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Locker errors leave some students frustrated
Sandy Klowak
Volunteer
ALONG with other back-toschool stress, some Red River
College students had to deal with
locker mix-ups, including newly
rented lockers filled with old belongings.
Nathan Szymesko, an electrical engineering student at the
Princess Street campus, rented
a locker earlier this year to find
it full of textbooks that weren’t
his. Szymesko complained to
the Princess Street Copy Centre,
which handles locker rentals.
“They said it happened a lot
this year and that they’d take care
of it,” he said.
Szymesko’s locker was empty
the next morning.
Second year journalism
student Emily Baron Cadloff
purchased textbooks and rented a
locker two weeks before school, to
dodge lineups.
“Unfortunately I didn’t really
avoid a lot of hassle on this one,”
she said.
On the first day of school
Baron Cadloff ’s locker combination didn’t work. When copy
centre staff opened it, she found
it empty, with no trace of her new
books.
Baron Cadloff
suspects
the school “started clearing out
lockers indiscriminately before
the start of the school year.”
But, clearing lockers in a
timely manner is complicated
because students book lockers
for different lengths of time,
said Lorne Prokopchuk, a Copy
Centre representative.
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Up to 40 boxes of unclaimed students’ belongings sit in the back room of the Princess Street Copy Centre, waiting to be picked up.

And once in a while, computer glitches or human errors
mean rented lockers get cleared
out when they shouldn’t, added
Kathy Lee, manager of the Print
and Graphic Centre at the Notre
Dame Campus.
“The system isn’t perfect,”
she said.
There are currently 35 to
40 boxes waiting at the Princess Street campus. Prokopchuk
expects students will claim five

to 10 of them in the 30-day
grace period. At the Notre Dame
campus, there are roughly 70
abandoned boxes, Lee said.
“We’ve had them since June
and July and nobody’s picked
them up,” she said. “We’re baffled
by it.”
Added Prokopchuk: “I have
no idea (why students leave their
belongings). It’s just that they
can’t be bothered, or they quit.”
After searching through a

room of junk, Baron Cadloff
finally found her belongings,
labeled in a box.
“They just threw it in the
back under a bunch of stuff,” she
said.
Students may also be missing
out on significant cash by leaving
their books behind.
One student, Kalen Qually,
sold the books he found in his
locker.
“I ended up getting $100 for

free textbooks,” he said.
Qually said the copy centre
gave him permission to clear the
locker, though according to Prokopchuk, that’s not technically
allowed.
If left unclaimed, Prokopchuk gives clothing and school
supplies to charity and books to
the college bookstore.
The store then donates them
to Books For Africa, an overseas
literacy initiative.

COLLEGE NEWS

Red River to host aboriginal learning symposium
Shelley Cook
Volunteer
LEADERSHIP, confidence, and
government involvement are all
on the agenda of an aboriginal
learning symposium co-hosted
by Red River College this
month.
Red River and Yellowquill
College will host the third
national Aboriginal Symposium
to discuss the needs of aboriginal learners in today’s complex
world of post-secondary education.
“Aboriginal access to postsecondary education is a core
priority,” said Anna Toneguzzo,
spokeswoman for the Association of Canadian Community
Colleges, who is also sponsoring
the event.
“This symposium is a way
of bringing together college
administrators and faculty who
work with aboriginal learners,
to exchange exemplary practices, identify innovative ways
to partner for the more effective

“Many of our students
come from the reserve
at a level where they
cannot enter into
college or university.”
- Marie Zahorodny, Chair,
Aboriginal Access Program
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Zahorodny hopes to share, and learn of, strategies on improving
aboriginal learning in Manitoba.

delivery of aboriginal programs
and services, and increase
awareness about federal government priorities and the work of
other key partners in the private
sector,” Toneguzzo said.

The two-day event begins
Sept. 28 in the Crystal Ballroom
of the Fort Garry Hotel, and hosts
a variety of speakers dedicated to
enhancing educational access and
employment opportunities for ab-

originals.
Some of the people slated
to speak include representatives
from the federal government,
aboriginal students, and faculty
members from various schools
across Canada, including many
from Red River.
Marie Zahorodny, chair of
the aboriginal access program at
the college, said she will speak
about strategies for aboriginal
recruitment, and retention and
transition of aboriginal students
into the workforce.
With her experience from the
Biin Degin Enhancement Year
Program, Zahorodny will be able
to share strategies on how to meet
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the needs of aboriginal learners
from other attendees at the event.
“Many of our students come
from the reserve at a level where
they cannot enter into college
or university,” Zahorodny said.
“They come into the Biin Degin
EYP where they learn life skills,
develop confidence and self
esteem, as well as take general
courses, like math and science.
“The program is designed to
allow aboriginal students family
and community support, while
getting an education,” she said.
The intention is to continue
to assist aboriginals in gaining the
confidence and skills they need to
gain better employment opportunities, Zahorodny said.
Jules Lavallee, Elder-inResidence at Red River, will give
the opening prayer. Misipawistik
Cree Nation Chief Ovide Mercredi will kick off the symposium
with a keynote address to the
attendees.
The symposium runs Sept.
28 to 29.
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Make it yours!

Message from the executives
Stephen Pratt
President
sapres@rrc.mb.ca
(204)632-2474

Derek Krywyj
Vice President
Academic
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(204)632-2477
Richard Wolter
Vice president
support services
Sa_finance@rrc.mb.ca
(204)632-2480
James Cook
Vice president
princess street
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(204) 949-8466

Hello Students of Red River College, hope the routine of being in
school is already settling in your lives and everything is going back to
normal after the summer. Make sure you take time to relax and visit the
SA lounges and attend the events as well. Our Food Bank is opened and
accepting donations, clothing are also accepted; the donation bin is
located beside our offices in front of The Ox. We’ll be having Movie Day
every Tuesday and also an Oktogafest on September 30th, both at the
Cave. Have a good time and if you have any questions or concerns you
can come to our offices: CM20 @ NDC & P110 @ PSC.
Our office doors are always open and we are always willing to help...

Class Reps Needed!!!

The RRCSA hosts a monthly meeting in an open forum for students who would like to take on a
leadership role within their class. You will be expected to report any class concerns and pass on any
SA information that we give you. Meetings are held over lunch hour and food and drink is
provided. Come to our offices for info!

NEWS.. NEWS..
Up Coming Events
EVENTS
Feb.
9—Feb.23
Every Tuesday is

MOVIE DAY at the
CAVE.
Oktogafest
September 30th at the
CAVE.
Have Fun!!!
Join the SA Events
Email List
saevents@rrc.mb.ca

NEWS..

NEWS..

NEWS..

SA Board members
wanted !!!
Come grab your application at
CM-20 on NDC or
P110-160 at PSC

Join the Student Advisory Board and
become an active student !!
Wanting to fundraise for a good cause ?? Graduation party ?
Join a club or create a club and we will help by providing
assistance and opportunities…
Applications are available at CM-20 on NDC or P110-160 at PSC.

Check out the
SA website @
www.rrcsa.com

Notre Dame Campus
CM20 - 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Princess Street Campus
P110-160 Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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Winnipeg cyclists get $20M for bike paths
Miguel Martinez
Volunteer
WINNIPEG cyclists and pedestrians are big winners from a recent
announcement by the provincial
and federal governments to spend
$20 million on bike and walking
paths and on-street bike lanes in
37 different Winnipeg locations.
The announcement was
made Sept. 11 by Manitoba
MP Vic Toews as part of $83.2million chunk of funding for infrastructure projects across Manitoba, funded by all three levels of
government.
One local cyclist, E.J. Ellerbeck, said he was encouraged by
the news.
“I think it’s great,” he said.
“I’m originally from Holland, so
that’s what I’m used to. In the
Channel Islands, they even have
heated bike paths. That’s what
they should do here.”
The announcement came a
mere two days before Ciclovia, an
event to promote physical activity
and the environmental benefits
of using non-motorized forms of
transportation. The idea originated in Colombia, where major
street routes are blocked off to
vehicles. Winnipeg was the first
Canadian city to run the event.
On Sept. 13, Broadway was
shut down from Main Street to
Osborne. The festival featured a
number of activities, including a
farmers’ market, street vendors,
buskers and live entertainment,
and outdoor fitness classes.
Kevin Nixon, Winnipeg’s
active transportation manager,
was found at Ciclovia, raising
awareness for the OttoCYCLE
study.
The collaborative project

Rhéanne Marcoux / The Projector

Winnipeg streets are getting $20 million for 37 bikeways across the city.

between the city and the Centre
for Sustainable Transportation
will gather and analyze GPS data
from cyclists in the city.
Data from 900 cyclists will be
collected and analyzed for the city
to determine where potential bike
lanes can be built.
“The centre is delighted to
lead this project,” said CST Executive Director Arne Elias, in a
statement posted on the CST’s
website. “This is a unique way of

collecting user information that
can be replicated in any location
around the planet.”

COMING SOON TO A STREET NEAR YOU
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volunteers are still needed for the study.
To sign up for a two-week block, email
Ottocycle@uwinnipeg.ca or call 9887182 with your availability and contact
information.

Eugenie/Des Muerons Bikeway
Brazier/Roch Bikeway
Assiniboine Bikeway
Omand’s Creek Bridge
Harrow Street Bikeway
Ellice/St. Matthews Bikeway
Bannatyne/McDermont Bikeway
Grosvenor Bikeway
Pritchard Bikeway
Silver Avenue Bikeway
Sherbrook/Maryland Bike Lanes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Machray Bikeway
St. Charles/Flora Bikeway
Jubilee Bikeway
Nassau Bikeway
Hay Street Bikeway
Fleet/Warsaw Bikeway
St. Mary Avenue Bike Lane
Berry Street Bikeway
Kildare Avenue Bikeway
York Avenue Bike Lanes
Alexander/Pacific Bikeway

CITY NEWS

Drive smart to drive green
Sarah Lund
Campus Beat
YOU DON’T have to own a
hybrid to drive green. At least,
that’s what the Centre for Sustainable Transportation wants to
convince Manitobans of with the
ecoDriver Manitoba program.
Starting late September, 20
volunteers from around the province will have GPS equipment installed in their vehicles to monitor
emissions, fuel use, fuel cost, and
driving habits.
“You can achieve measureable results without having to buy
a new car, change your regular
driving routes or purchase new
equipment,” said Arne Elias,
executive director of the CST.
“Informed, conscientious drivers
help build a safer and more sustainable transportation system.”
One of the major goals
of the ecoDriver program is to
“obtain a baseline of emissions
to use as a benchmark to measure

the effect of the information sessions,” said CST research director Terry Zdan.
Co-ordinators of the project
will gauge the difference in the
GPS readings from September to
March.
As a part of the program,
volunteers will also attend three
information sessions through
March, which will give them
green driving tips designed to
increase fuel economy, lower the
cost of gas and maintenance, and
ease the strain vehicles on the environment.
The cut off date for applications to the program was Sept. 9,
but as of Sept. 18 some spots were
still available.
Of the applications, “some
of the cars aren’t compliant,”
Zdan explained, noting that
certain vehicle manufacturers
— Honda, Acura, Chrysler, and
Lexus — use technology that is
incompatible with the Manitobamade OttoView GPS devices.
“Without making promises,
if people are interested in being
involved they can email us and

we will contact them if there is an
opportunity,” Zdan said.
But volunteering isn’t the
only way to take part in ecoDriver
Manitoba.
“Twenty was the number
of [GPS] units that they wanted
to install,” Zdan said. “But the
public outreach is much broader.
The general public is encouraged
to come out to the information
sessions.”
The program is funded and
coordinated through the efforts
of Green Manitoba, Resource
Conservation Manitoba, Climate
Change Connection, Manitoba
Public Insurance, Vehicle and
Equipment Maintenance Agency,
as well as Natural Resource
Canada and the Manitoba government.
The exact dates of the sessions will be available on the program’s website as they are determined.

Kiirsten May / The Projector

The Centre for Sustainable Transportation wants to prove that you don’t
need to drive a Smart car to drive green.

For more information, visit centreforsustainabletransportation.org/ecodriver.htm
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HELP WANTED
We are looking for someone to assist a physically disabled female
student with personal care at RRC. The time commitment is
approx 10 minutes each session, usually around the noon hour,
Mon to Fri. The hourly wage is fourteen dollars ($14.00) per hour
and each session would be paid out at the rate of 45 minutes.
There is usually only one session required each day but there are
occasions when there may be more. The applicant must have a
cell phone (for texting), and a Child Abuse Registry clearance. We
are hoping to have two students share the duties so there is back
up available if one student is away due to
illness/breaks/practicums. If the successful student(s) is
interested we would like to extend the job to work in the home
for occasional evenings and overnights. Please email
welp4@shaw.ca with your interest.
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Ottawa kills
Brock student was aboard
prestigious
hijacked AeroMexico flight
Millenium scholarship
Amanda Roth
The Brock Press
(Brock University)

Lennie Eulalia
Volunteer
JUST A DECADE after its creation, Ottawa has axed the Canadian Millennium Scholarship
Foundation.
The foundation, omitted
from the 2008 federal budget, will
cease distributing scholarships by
January 2010 and will officially
dissolve by July later that year.
Nicole Duseigne was one of
the last Manitobans to receive
one of the prestigious scholarships. Duseigne was awarded the
scholarship at the Sisler High
School graduation ceremony
back in 2006.
Duseigne received a National Excellence Award, an initial
scholarship of $5,000, available
for renewal for three years. Essentially, Duseigne had secured
$20,000 towards her post-secondary education.
“I am incredibly thankful
that I was fortunate enough to
receive the scholarship,” Duseigne said, before adding that she
was a little shocked to hear about
the program’s termination.
“However, I think the government could give out the money
to students in other ways that
perhaps reach more students,”
she said.
Which is exactly what the
Conservative government has

planned.
The Canada Millennium
Scholarship Foundation, introduced by former prime minister
Jean Chretien in 1998, had an
initial endowment of $2.5 billion.
The fund distributed around $325
million in bursaries and scholarships every year.
In its place, the Conservatives
have already rolled out the new
Canada Student Grant Program.
In the program’s first year,
$350 million will be distributed, which will increase to $430
million by 2012.
Ottawa also promises to increase the amount of grant-recipients by 100,000 students with
automatically renewable awards.
Under the new program, students are considered and assessed
for grants when applying for a
student loan through Canada
Student Loans. If eligible, they
will be automatically contacted
about the grant.
Though she’s one of the last
people to receive a millennium
scholarship, Duseigne said she
supports the government investing money into students.
“I’m just supportive of
money being more accessible to a
wider populous of students,” Duseigne said.

ST. CATHARINES, Ont. (CUP)
— Five Canadians, including one
student from Brock University,
were aboard AeroMexico flight
576 on Sept. 9 when it was hijacked in the vacation destination
of Cancún and flown to Mexico
City.
There were more than 100
passengers on board for the flight,
all of whom were let off safely
after the plane landed.
Andrea Widdicombe, a
fourth-year nursing student at
Brock, was in the area visiting her
boyfriend, as well as some friends
she had worked with at a summer
camp.
“We never knew anything
that was going on,” said Widdicombe. “Why we were evacuated
from the plane, who the guy was,
what he had done, why there was
so much precaution, what was
going to happen; nothing.”
Widdicombe
described
landing in Mexico City and being
informed by the crew that they
were going to security check. This
did not seem out of the ordinary
for Widdicombe as it is normal
procedure in the landing of a
flight.
“But then we see 10-20 police
cars, vans, dogs, helicopters and
fire trucks coming towards the
plane and all the officers running
around and organizing something, and this is when we knew

something was not right.”
She then explained looking
at the window of the plane and
realizing it had not halted by the
gates of the terminal but instead
had stopped far away from the
gates themselves, behind the airplane hangars.
After remaining on the plane
for 30 minutes after landing, the
crew announced that they indeed
would be evacuating the plane.
“As there were quite a few Canadian/American people on the
plane who did not speak Spanish,
I stayed with them to translate the
information that was given to us,”
said Widdicombe. “We evacuated
the plane via slide and we [were]
put onto tram buses.”
Before exiting the plane
herself, passengers still aboard
the plane were told police officers
would be surrounding the buses,
as well as boarding the buses
themselves for extra safety.
Widdicombe
described
rumours circulating on the
grounded plane that it had indeed
been hijacked, and the man who
had done so was demanding to
speak to Mexican President Felipe
Calderon.
All but 10 male passengers
were evacuated from the plane,
transferred onto the buses and
moved into the police hanger
at the airport. Once inside the
hangar, police requested all passengers to provide them with
their names, nationalities and seat
numbers.
She describes witnessing the
10 men who were held on the

plane finally being released, uncuffed and escorted by a SWAT
team to a bus.
“The man who was arrested,
we could not even see for the
flurry of activity and security surrounding him.”
The man in question, a Bolivian religious fanatic, was reported to have hijacked the plane
using a juice can he had attached
lights to and claimed was a bomb.
Jose Flores, 44, later explained to investigators that he
had hijacked the plane after a
divine revelation. Flores described
this as being caused by the date of
the flight, Sept. 9, 2009 – 9-9-09 –
which, upside down, is the satanic
number 666.
Once Flores had hijacked
the plane, he ordered the pilot
to circle over Mexico City seven
times and requested to speak with
Calderon, to warn him of an impending earthquake that would
shake the country in the year
2012.
The year 2012 is widely
known for the conspiracy surrounding the more specific date,
Dec. 21, a date of alleged catastrophic environmental disasters
based on ancient prophecies and
astronomical alignment.
Prosecutors have charged
Flores with sabotage, illegal retention of people — a lesser form
of kidnapping — and attack on a
means of transportation. These
charges can add up to a maximum
sentence of 43 years in prison.

NATIONAL NEWS

Offices:

Tories survive first
confidence vote of the fall
Emma Godmere
CUP Ottawa Bureau Chief
OTTAWA (CUP) — So will there
be an election this fall? Not just
yet, if the NDP and the Bloc
Quebecois have anything to say
about it.
In the first confidence vote
of the fall, both parties supported the Conservatives in passing
a motion that will implement
several tax breaks and provisions
that were originally presented
with the budget earlier this year.
“There’s an important tax
change for the low-income,
working poor that’s included in
that bill, and these were things
that we supported,” NDP leader
Jack Layton told reporters,
shortly after the vote in Parliament on the morning of Sept. 18.
All bills relating to spending
public money are automatically
considered matters of confidence.
The Liberals announced earlier
this month that they would not be
supporting this ways and means
motion, and would not be supporting a Tory government.

Room FM66 Notre Dame Campus or
Students’ Assoc. Office Princess Campus
P-110 (reduced hours)

“When you step outside the
bubble of parliament and you
ask simple questions like, ‘What’s
happening to our country?’ (We
have) a million and a half people
unemployed, youth unemployment
soaring,
bankruptcies
soaring, and a deficit that grew
$5 billion over the summer,” said
Liberal leader Michael Ignatieff.
“I’ve got a simple job here:
which is just to decide, as Leader
of the Opposition, whether I can
continue to support a government
with these facts, with this situation
in our country,” he said.
“I had to stand up and say
no, so that’s what we did.”
The Liberals will have their
next chance to pass a non-confidence motion at the end of the
month, after the Conservatives
are expected to table a stimulus
package update.
“The question is, ‘Is this government good enough, yes or no?’
I’ve said no, and now my job is to
present Canadians with a clear alternative — and that’s what we’ll
be doing,” Ignatieff said.

STUDENT
HEALTH & DENTAL PLAN
OPT-OUT DEADLINE
30 Days from the Start Date of Program
OPT IN - RETURNING STUDENTS:
Within 30 Days from the Start Date of Your Program
FAMILY ADD ON DEADLINE:
Within 30 Days from the Start Date of Your Program

To obtain appropriate deadline forms, coverage information,
and the MB.Pharmacare application to receive your SA CARE CARD
(eligible prescription drug card) please visit the:
Student Benefits Plan Office ROOM FM 66 – Notre Dame Campus
or
Students’ Assoc. Office Princess Campus – P-110 (reduced hours)
Or call (204)632-2503
sahealth@rrc.mb.ca

www.gallivan.ca/studentnetworks
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Debate on Doer’s legacy continues
Student groups and experts divided on whether
the tuition freeze helped more than it hurt

POST-SECONDARY THREE-WAY
As Premier Gary Doer cleans out his office for a likely bigger and
better one in Washington, D.C., three NDP hopefuls are vying to
take his place as Manitoba’s premier. Here’s what they said they
would do with post-secondary education, if elected:
Steve Ashton
Plan: Resurrect the tuition freeze
“I would continue the tuition
freeze until the 2011 end of our
mandate. We had one increase
this year. We’ll return to that tuition
freeze to make sure we have
affordability for our students.”

Greg Selinger
Plan: Allow students to collect
tuition tax rebates while still in
school. Rebates are currently paid
after graduation to students who
remain in the province.
“The bottom line is you get it (the
refund) when you need it.”
Mike Deal / Winnipeg Free Press

With his wife by his side, Gary Doer announces his resignation as Manitoba’s premier.

Zach Samborski
Volunteer

But if Doer has brought in echoed some of Mills’ comments.
major, positive change for postShe said that although the
secondary education in Manito- long-term policy commitment of
AS MANITOBA Premier Gary ba, as Krywyj suggests, that’s not the NDP was a “positive response
to the realities of many universiDoer closed his chapter of ten what Allen Mills is seeing.
The University of Winnipeg ties and college students,” the govyears in power at the helm of the
Manitoba Legislature, there has politics professor said the tuition ernment should have developed a
been much debate as to what kind freeze did little to improve acces- more comprehensive strategy that
sibility to universities and colleges included “sustained funding to
of a legacy he will leave behind.
In recent months, election throughout the province. Instead, universities and colleges.”
“It’s clear that for the major
scandals, health care crisis’s, and it placed a handicap on post-secuniversities, overall funding is not
the unsavoury end of the tuition ondary schools, he said.
“The
government
has what it used to be to keep them
freeze, have rocked Doer’s govlaunched an additional element in a situation to offer funding,”
ernment.
of control over universities,” Mills Grace said. “A lot of people such
The one
said. “The fee as me would have liked to see a
aspect of his
“(The tuition freeze)
freeze has had strategy.”
legacy
that
Part of that strategy should
continues to be put Manitoba in a great a huge structural
effect
on
have
been to help families in
tightly scrutiposition considering
nized has been the tuition fees in other the universi- poverty send their children to
ties. They are college or university, Grace said.
his impact on
provinces.”
not
govern“Provincial
governments
post-secondment institu- have told us they have had a
ary
educa- Derek Krywyj,
tions. They’re poverty strategy, and that could
tion. However,
VP academic, RRCSA
a u t o n o m o u s have been done a long time ago,”
student groups
and don’t take she said. “In that respect, I think
and political
directions from the NDP has let Manitobans
experts appear
the government.”
down.”
to be divided on the issue.
Mills argued that if the Doer
Lifting the tuition freeze may
Derek Krywyj, Red River
College Students’ Association government wanted to improve actually help the situation of postvice-president academic, argued accessibility to universities, it secondary students and colleges,
Doer government’s ten-year needed to come up with a better Grace added.
“I think it does free up the
tuition freeze was ultimately good idea than just a simple tuition
freeze. A better idea would have room for the government to mafor students.
Krywyj said the tuition been “greater targeted financial noeuvre.”
With Doer’s departure, many
freeze, which Doer ultimately support for working class kids and
wonder
what
thawed out this fall, helped Mani- aboriginals,”
Mills said.
“(The freeze) launched kind of an effect
toba lead the way in education.
Mills was an additional element of it will have on
“We did have a ten-year
also
critical
tuition freeze, and that put Manicontrol over universities.” post-secondary
education
in
toba in a great position consider- towards the
the
province
- David Mills,
ing the tuition fees in other prov- tax rebate on
tuition.
He
as three NDP
inces,” Krywyj said.
UW politics professor
members vie for
Krywyj, however, is more said the rebate
critical towards the Manitoba was used by the NDP for political Doer’s position in the legislature.
For the time being, Krywyj
Tuition Fee Income Tax Rebate gain instead of improving accesand Mills both agreed that they
— a 60 per cent income tax sibility.
“It was not so much about ac- don’t expect to see any significant
rebate on tuition fees to graduates
cessibility as it was about cozying changes to post-secondary educawho stay and work in Manitoba.
Krywyj said the rebate was up to middle-class families,” Mills tion in the short run.
“I assume that under the
not as effective as the tuition said. “That was in part with how
freeze was in controlling the cost (the NDP) broke away with subur- NDP, education will continue to
have a high value,” Mills said.
of education for many students. ban seats.”
Joan Grace, another UW “They just need to find more
He argued government grants
politics and sociology professor, money.”
would have been a better option.
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Andrew Swan
Plan: Modest increases to tuition
“(The freeze) was the right thing
to do for 10 years” but “modest
increases” are the way to go to
ensure that the quality of
education doesn’t suffer.

Sources: Winnipeg Free Press / Winnipeg Sun

Did You Know?
RRC Employment Services can offer assistance with:
• Job‐Seeking Strategies
• Resume Development
• Cover Letter Writing
• Interview Preparation/Mock Interview
• Employment Application forms
• And More…
Make an appointment today to see what Employment
Services can do for you!
Call 632‐3966 to schedule an appointment.

Kingdom
Connection

Christian Fellowship
We have a God who is able to do
“exceedingly abundantly above all we can
ask or imagine.”
Let’s get to know Him more.
When:
Time:
Place:

Friday’s
12pm – 1pm
F212

For more information call Frank or Anne-Marie
at 668-3843 or 632-2061
or email @ fdyck@mts.net
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Breathing Second Life into education
York, Queen’s among leaders
in virtual classroom experience
Danielle Webb
CUP Ontario Bureau Chief
TORONTO (CUP) — Imagine
studying ancient Egypt while exploring the Great Pyramids, or
reading Shakespeare’s Hamlet
while touring the Globe Theatre
to see where it was first performed.
Technology is making that
possible: what once involved expensive exchange and travel programs is now being offered to
everyday students at campuses
across Ontario on the Internet.
Growing use of the virtual
world Second Life in classrooms
across Ontario may soon make
this kind of learning commonplace.
“The use of a three-dimensional environment such as
Second Life appeals to different
learning styles and needs by immersing participants in authentic
scenarios that otherwise would
not be possible in a conventional
classroom,” said Rosa Bruno-Jofré, dean of education at Queen’s
University in Kingston, Ont.
The Queen’s Faculty of
Education is among the first to
explore the benefits of Second
Life, and for the past year has
been teaching education students
about the benefits of this virtual
learning environment so that they
may one day include it in their

own classrooms.
“It generates new participatory ways of going beyond the
boundaries of the classroom,
beyond regions, and moving
across countries and cultures.
Students can visit art galleries, the
Sistine Chapel, [or] learn geometry while moving things around,”
Bruno-Jofré said.
The virtual world has benefits for recruitment to the education program, too. In the summer
of 2007, development began on
a Second Life island — a piece
of virtual real estate users can
customize for their specific needs
— where replicas of education
buildings have been created and
future education students can
participate in orientation programs online. Current students
also have the option to use the
alternate reality to complete class
work, interact with one another,
and listen to speakers.
Bruno-Jofré explained that
Second Life is not meant to
replace the traditional classroom
environment, but to compliment
it and expand on what learning
can offer.
York professor Ali Asgary is
also busy incorporating Second
Life into his fundamentals of
emergency management online
course.
“I was looking for ways to
incorporate some team-based

emergency management exercises in my course,” Asgary said.
When he attended a Second
Life presentation at a business
conference in early 2008, he
found a solution.
Asgary has used Second Life
to simulate disaster scenarios in
which students act as an emergency operations team and develop
an emergency response strategy.
Due to the high technology
demands of Second Life — highspeed Internet and a powerful
graphics card — Asgary isn’t
able to make the project mandatory for all students, and offers an
alternative for those whose computers can’t support the world.
But those who do choose to participate certainly enjoy their new

virtual learning experience.
In an evaluation of its usage,
one student wrote, “Distance
learning tends to be impersonal,
but the Second Life online environment provided an opportunity for creative collaboration and
real-time interaction between students that would have otherwise
never met.”
Asgary
explained
that,
overall, students found that the
exercise was successful in showing
how crucial the responsibilities
of an emergency response team
are, as well as the importance of a
quick and appropriate response to
possible disaster-related dangers.
While both initiatives are still
in their infancies, growth is happening quickly.

“We’re looking at using
Second Life as a recruiting tool
[for the whole university],” said
Stephanie Beauregard, manager
of e-learning services at Queen’s,
in a recent press release.
“Students from all over the
world can attend designated orientation sessions on our virtual
campus, and ask questions in
real time to our staff members
without having to incur the cost
of travel,” she said.
York has plans for expansion
as well, after Asgary gave a presentation on his experiences with
the virtual world.
“At least three more faculties
from [York] have decided to incorporate Second Life into their
courses” this fall, he said.
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Dalhousie U may ditch in-house email for Gmail

NSCC teachers vote to strike

Lesley Pike
The Dalhousie Gazette
(Dalhousie University)
HALIFAX (CUP) — Signing
into a Dalhousie University email
account might soon require going
to a Google or Microsoft website,
as the school’s Information Technology Services department is
considering new email hosting
options for students and alumni.
The old system needs to be
replaced, said Dwight Fischer, assistant vice-president of ITS.
Last spring, the Dalhousie
email system was overloaded.
The system crashed frequently.
Users received emails as often as
snail mail, or didn’t receive them
at all.
“We added more hardware
(last spring) but that’s just a temporary fix,” Fischer said. “If we
were to replace the e-mail system
for all students and all faculty and
staff it would probably be close to
$1.5 million.”
Currently the e-mail system
is hosted entirely by Dalhousie. The system hardware is on
campus, but Fischer said it’s
getting too expensive to keep up
and the university has to come
up with another option. Fischer

said Dal hopes to create a new
email system just for staff. Fischer
estimates it would cost about
$750,000 to create a new Dalbased email system that would
outsource student and alumni
email to another company.
That’s where Google and
Microsoft come in. Both companies offer free email addresses to
students.
Student and alumni email
addresses would still end with
“@dal.ca,” but students would
log into a Google or Microsoft
website instead of Dal’s.
“It costs nothing except time
and effort on our part,” Fischer
said.
When ITS staff members
began to look into their options,
he says they realized these companies could give students ten
times more email space than Dal’s
current system does — and for
free.
“Why wouldn’t we?” Fischer
said.
He and other members of
ITS approached the Dalhousie
Student Union last spring to talk
about changing email providers.
They plan to meet with members
of the DSU again, alongside
alumni and students.
The two groups “just haven’t

gotten to the point where anything’s formalized,” said Mark
Hobbs, vice-president internal
with DSU.
He agreed that students want
more email space.
However, changing the provider of student emails could
create security issues.
While the hardware for
the current system at Dal is on
campus, the hardware for Google
and Microsoft is spread around
the world. This means that should
Dal migrate to one of those websites, students’ emails would be
saved over the world.
“The privacy laws in Canada
[say] if we’re going to be transmitting any kind of sensitive data,
we cannot host it off Canadian
soil,” Fischer said.
Unlike most students, ITS
staff members deal with too much
sensitive information to be able to
switch to an email provider like
Google or Microsoft.
If this plan does go through,
Fischer said students with concerns about privacy would be
given an option to have their
email hosted at Dal.

Sarah Ratchford
CUP Atlantic Bureau Chief
FREDERICTON (CUP) — Students at the Nova Scotia Community College have found
themselves back on vacation as
teachers of the college voted to
go on strike last week.
Teachers
and
support
workers at the college voted overwhelmingly on Sept.22 in favour
of strike action to back wage
demands.
In online balloting, 91 per
cent of faculty members voted 93
per cent in favour of a walkout.
The Nova Scotia Teachers
Union argues that college educators should be given the same 2.9
per cent pay raise, each year for
two years, which the province’s
public school teachers were given
in April 2009.
NSTU president Alexis Allen
said that so far, NSCC employees
were offered a raise of 2.9 per
cent, but only for one year.
“We’ve now been thirteen
months without a contract,” Allen
said. “We gave the new [provincial NDP] government time to get
up to speed, and still there’s been
no movement.”
Allen said it doesn’t seem to
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make sense that the last government denied the raise to this one
particular group, and the new
government has not made steps
to correct that.
“NSCC and the NSTU
began a series of very productive and respectful negotiations in
June 2008. A conciliator was appointed to help achieve agreement
on the few remaining issues,” said
Gina Brown, NSCC’s director of
marketing and communications.
Brown said the conciliator
declared an impasse, and the
college respected the union’s right
to seek a strike mandate from its
members at this stage.
As a result of the strike,
classes have been cancelled.
But it doesn’t just affect
NSCC – roughly 26,000 students
at 13 community college campuses around the province will be
affected.
“Classes will be out, and
there will be no homework
posted online. This is a strike.
Our members will not be
working, and they will not be
paid,” Allen said.
“It really is a fairness and
equity issue,” she says. “It’s not
fair.”
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Lime beer leads to
lawsuit threat
Heather Gies
The Cord Weekly
(Wilfrid Laurier University)

Bud Light Lime. Both brews are
bottled in clear glass and feature
green and silver coloured labels
with a lime graphic.
According to Angelakos,
WATERLOO, Ont. (CUP) —
Brick Brewery’s recently launched “Brick’s obvious intention is
lime-flavoured lager has led to a to trick consumers,” allegedly
sowing confusion between Bud
sour situation for the company.
Anheuser-Busch and Labatt Light Lime and, what Angelakos
Brewing, its Canadian division, refers to as the “inexpensively
have confronted Brick with a produced, small brewery replica.”
The campaign websites show
lawsuit based on claims of tradesome resemblance as well, with
mark infringement.
This summer’s lime craze in- bright green colouring and links
spired Brick Brewery to tap into to Facebook pages. Both compathe lime beer market with its new nies also feature youthful, swimbrew, Red Baron Lime, which ap- suit-clad models in their advertispeared in beer stores in August. ing, a marketing method that is
As the strong demand for Bud the norm in the beer industry.
Sean Dennis, director of
Light Lime proved too great for
the supply, other brewers jumped marketing for Brick Brewery, deat the opportunity to reap the scribed the lawsuit as “the bigger
brewery trying to
benefits of lime
mania.
“The bigger brewery bully the smaller
brewery.”
Although
trying to bully the
Through the
other
compasmaller brewery.”
channel of the
nies, such as
Beer Store, acNew Brunswick’s
- Sean Dennis,
cording
to
Moosehead and
director of marketing,
Dennis, AnheusAlberta’s
Big
Brick Brewery
er-Busch
and
Rock, are also
Labatt, subsidiarproducing lime
lagers, Brick Brewery alone is ies of the foreign brewing giant
currently facing Labatt’s legal AB InBev, control about 48 per
cent of beer distribution, while
action.
“We do not dispute their ab- Brick Brewery claims only four
solute right to offer a beer-lime per cent.
Angelakos argued that size
product,” stated Charlie Angelakos, Labatt Breweries vice-pres- is not an issue. “A competitor is
ident of public affairs. “We do, a competitor,” he states, “and we
however, intend to protect our need to protect ourselves against
investment in . . . trademarks and unfair copycat marketing tactics.”
Dennis explained that prior
design.”
Anheuser-Busch contends to launching the Red Baron Lime
that Brick’s marketing of Red brand, the company investigated
Baron Lime violates Labatt copy- a variety of other product lines.
“We, as a brewer, do diligence
rights through its similarity to

Flickr

with regards to looking at the category,” stated Dennis, noting that
Brick analyzed everything from
soft drinks to beer, spirits, previous Brick products and other participants in the lime market when
designing the product.
Dennis cited three main
areas of focus — taste, availability and price — that were considered throughout product development. Brick established a high
taste profile and commitment to
remaining available to consumers, one-upping the competition’s
tendency to be out-of-stock and
hard-to-find.
Perhaps most important
though is Brick’s pricing strategy, which Dennis contends is a

source of Labatt’s motivation for
the lawsuit. While a six-pack of
Bud Light Lime retails at $13.50,
Brick’s lime lager is available for
$9.95, giving Red Baron Lime a
considerable competitive advantage.
Red Baron Lime also benefits
from the “buy local, support local”
movement currently in vogue,
as Brick Brewing Company is a
100 per cent Canadian business.
Comments from irate consumers
via various social media outlets
including Facebook posts and
blogs reveal considerable support
on Brick’s behalf.
The ultimate outcome lies in
court.
“Our tactic on this particular

statement of claim,” explainsedDennis, is “actively and aggressively defending it.”
The lime lager issue is not the
first time a Labatt-Brick clash has
resulted in legal action.
A dispute between Labatt’s
Brava and Brick’s Red Baron over
similar concerns of brand resemblance was settled this past spring
through Brick Breweries’ agreement to redesign the packaging
and graphic branding of the Red
Baron label.
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Ryerson has eye on Maple Leaf Gardens
Rodney Barnes
The Eyeopener
(Ryerson University)
TORONTO (CUP) — Ryerson
has had its eye on owning
Maple Leaf Gardens since the
Leafs moved out in 1999, but
the Gardens has proved to be a
costly cougar to court, leaving it
derelict for the past decade.
The university confirmed
in a press release Sept. 16 that
it was in talks with supermarket chain Loblaw about the
Gardens.
In the statement, the university said, “Ryerson University students voted overwhelmingly in a spring 2009
referendum for increased fees
to go towards a new Athletic
Centre for students. We are
now actively engaged in searching for an appropriate site
and are looking at a number
of options, including discussions with Loblaw Companies
Limited regarding Maple Leaf
Gardens.”

The history of Ryerson’s
relationship with Maple Leaf
Gardens is the story of a young
suitor courting a fickle, and very
pricey, older woman. The arena
has gone up for sale time and
again, and each time Ryerson has
hesitated to make the move.
The first opportunity came
in fall 1999, when developers approached then-Ryerson president
Claude Lajeunesse with plans to
rent out space within the Gardens
to the university. Lajeunesse had
been looking a long time to establish a new business building, and
the upper portion of the Gardens
would have been large enough
to house the business school as
well as student residences. Below
them, the arena would have been
used for the hockey and basketball teams.
An architect’s study completed a year later determined
the move to be too expensive. As
part of its heritage status, the roof
and exterior walls of the Gardens
must remain intact, but this also
includes the bleachers holding up

Flickr

those walls from the inside. According to the review, on-campus
development would have been
cheaper than renovating the
Gardens.
Supermarket chain giant
Loblaw, one of the few bidders
for the property, purchased the
Gardens in 2004 and planned
to install a Superstore. Only

three months later, Loblaw put
the Gardens back on the market
after considering the property too
expensive to renovate. Ryerson
moved in for the purchase, but
backed away from negotiations.
The elusive lady remained just
out of Ryerson’s financial grasp.
But she did not leave its
mind. When Sheldon Levy took
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over the helm in 2005, he made
his intentions towards the heritage site very clear.
“I would love to buy Maple
Leaf Gardens,” he said in an interview. “I know it’s been sold, but
if we had a chance to get it back
for varsity and intramural hockey,
community skating, and maybe a
chance to combine it with something like student housing I would
leap at that opportunity.”
He met with Loblaw to talk
about these possibilities but the
company rebuffed him — they
were determined to go ahead
with their plans of a Superstore.
Mayor David Miller also liked
Loblaw’s proposals, and going
against him would have made
future development for Ryerson
more difficult.
Even if the arena were open
to host the Ryerson Rams’ hockey
games, a price tag of $4,000 to
5,000 per game would be too
much for the athletics department.
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Text messaging causes relationship warfare
Tim Schneider
The Gateway
(University of Alberta)
EDMONTON (CUP) — Our
young generation has grown
up with a variety of mediums
through which to communicate,
more than ever before, and there
seems to be an increasing number
of ways to exchange pleasantries
via text.
Be it Twitter, instant mes-

saging, the deplorable Facebook
chat or, more than likely, a phone
text, we truly are a 140-character
society. This being the case, you’d
think that we’d all be quite proficient at both sending very clear
text messages and understanding
them with a deep level of comprehension. But this just simply
isn’t the case.
Frankly, we suck at it.
See, someone forgot to tell
our millions of years of evolution

to get with the program and start
reading people’s minds when they
send us a text that was intended
as sarcastic but gets interpreted as
mean. And a silly little emoticon
just doesn’t seem to do the trick to
navigate this deficiency.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in the emotionally
charged battlefield of modern relationships, where text messaging
can go from silly banter to armed
nuclear warfare after just a few

clicks of the thumb.
I became aware of this recently sitting next to a friend when
she got a text from her boyfriend.
She flipped her phone open, immediately muttering, “What the
hell is that supposed to mean?”
She quickly typed back her
angry response, punching each
key on her phone like she was
trying to crush her boyfriend with
her thumbs, and I sat and watched
as the two bombed their way to
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MRS, long distance, roaming, calling features, 411 and service/administration charges. Unlimited text messaging applicable in Cdn and U.S. only. Minutes included apply to talk time only. **Min 36-month contract and
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mutually assured destruction.
When the dust settled, it turned
out that he was just making a joke
about the movie they watched the
night before. Whoops.
This isn’t an uncommon
story, and I can think of a number
of times I’ve been sitting in a
room when a friend has asked me
what a text from her beau might
mean, as if I’m a master of shorthand interpretation. The thing is,
I’m not. No one is.
Texting is a minefield for a
number of reasons: in particular,
it eliminates the nonverbal aspects
of which it is generally agreed we
receive most of the message in
our interpersonal relationships.
Simultaneously, it allows for
instant communication, which
allows for messages driven by
our more impulsive emotions.
Combine that with the perceived
anonymity of not being face-toface to the person you’re communicating with, along with the
emotional insecurity of entering a
serious relationship, and you can
see what sort of powder-keg we’re
prodding with a torch here.
Worst of all, texts allow for
instantaneous
communication
but there are times when they
aren’t instantaneous. Perhaps it’s
because we’re part of the “now
generation,” but it increasingly
seems that if we need to wait
more than a few minutes for a response to our texts from our significant other, then it only means
one thing: we’re obviously being
ignored!
Perhaps sometimes this is the
case. Most of the time, though,
it’s not. But that doesn’t stop the
frequent response of sending an
angry text informing your significant other to stop ignoring your
texts. This does not seem like an
appropriate medium for that particular notice, for obvious reasons.
Although texting is a very
convenient way to stay in touch
with friends and family, perhaps
we should collectively acknowledge that it isn’t proficient at
communicating the subtleties of
face time or even phone communication, and relegate it to sharing
YouTube links with our significant others.
Leave the serious stuff or the
sarcasm for in person, or at least
take the time to give someone a
call. We’ll all be a lot happier, I
think.
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Making the Cut

Rebels hopefuls face the odds at well-attended men’s
basketball tryouts
Thomas Shirtliffe
Volunteer
WALKING into the hallway
just outside the gym, you could
hear the defining sound of a ball
bouncing on a court. Players were
calling out plays to each other and
every once in a while you could
hear the swoosh of a perfect shot
passing through the net.
Yes, basketball season is upon
us once again here at Red River
College.
Playing in the Manitoba
Colleges Athletic Conference
(MCAC), the Rebels will begin
defending their championship
starting in October. Tryouts finished last week with a host of first

year players taking their attempts
at cracking the lineup.
“I didn’t know what my
chances were,” said Jason
Malcolm, a first-year business
student. “I just wanted to tryout
to see.”
Fortunately for Malcolm, he
was one of the many newcomers
to make the cut. He was given the
news at the end of the last day of
tryouts, Sept. 17, which ran the
college’s Notre Dame campus.
Another first year player
vying for a spot on the team was
Richard Soriano. Soriano just finished playing high school basketball at J.H. Bruns Collegiate.
Kalen Qually / The Projector

CONTINUED - SEE PAGE 12

Coach Sukhvir Singh addresses the team a final time before making cuts on Sept. 17
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Winnipeg’s NFL allegiances
Football fans have their own ways of justifying loyalty
Jordan Johanson
Volunteer
WITH the NFL having its first
full weekend of games, some
Winnipeg football fans might be
wondering just who to cheer for
this year. Some already have a lifelong devotion to a certain team.
But for the new fans, just how can
someone from Winnipeg build an
allegiance to a team that doesn’t
even compete in this country?
Zak Rubin, the manager
of the River City Sports at Polo
Park, has first-hand knowledge of
what teams are popular throughout Winnipeg.
“Top sellers are the Patriots,
Cowboys, Packers, Steelers, and
obviously the Vikings,” Rubin
said.

Rubin said there’s a clear
reason why there are so many
Viking fans in Winnipeg.
“It’s because we’re so close
and people are just territorial,”
Rubin said, predicting the Viking
fan base in Winnipeg will grow
this season. “The Vikings will get
a lot more fans this year because
there are a lot of loyal fans of
Brett Favre.”
Favre, the eventual hall of
fame quarterback, came out of
retirement, again, to become the
newest addition to the Minnesota roster. Under Rubin’s theory,
Favre will bring a whole new flood
of fans to the Vikings.
University of Manitoba
student Jon Friesen, who has been
following the NFL religiously for
seven years, supports that think-

ing.

“People definitely pick teams
just because of one or two certain
players,” the 21-year-old said. “I
began cheering for the New York
Jets because they had Chad Pennington and Jonathan Vilma.
Neither of those players have
been there for two years now.”
Rubin admitted he’s also
picked his team because of one
athlete.
“I’ve been a Miami Dolphins
fan my whole life,” said Rubin.
”I got a Dan Marino rookie card
and figured I may as well like the
team.”
For NFL newcomers, Rubin
and Friesen both believe there are
three main reasons a fan builds
an allegiance: closeness to home,
talent level, and whoever their

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

dad’s favourite team happens to
be.
But Rubin also gives a good
excuse for bandwagon jumpers.
“Once people are just starting to follow, they bounce between
teams that are doing better,” he
said.
That claim holds true for
Winnipeg Free Press sports columnist Randy Turner.
“When I was young, the
(Pittsburgh) Steelers were the
dominant team at the time,”
Turner said. “I’ve been faithful
ever since.”
Turner says there is no real
proper technique to choosing an
allegiance.
“There is no exact science to
picking a team,” he said. “When
you first start loving basically any
game, the team that is doing well
at the time will be the one that
you will follow in most cases.”

YOUR HEALTH WITH JOEL MARCOUX

A few too many?
YOU’RE lying in bed and that
little construction worker in your
head is pounding away with that
heavy sledgehammer at the rate
of a Clydesdale galloping up
the road. The ceiling is spinning
nauseously, you’re late for work
(again) and you finally ask yourself: why did I do that last night?
Funny how it works, isn’t it?
The last double (which you did
have) will invariably put you over
the top.
Let’s face it — going out
for “just one” is like saying that
George from Seinfeld is going to be
on the next cover of Men’s Health.
Not going to happen.
So it’s official. You’re hungover. Now what? No sense on regretting something you can’t even
remember. It’s time to do something about it.
There are numerous folk
cures that will help you prevail
from the dreaded hangover, but
there doesn’t seem to be a “one
size fits all” universal-type of cure
out there.
Inspired by my current condition, I’d like to share my advice
on how to combat a hangover.
Here are my three tips where,
if used efficiently, will undoubtedly help prevent a long day of
riding the porcelain bus. They are
to: go sweat it out, have a morning
“healer”, and take proper nighttime preventions.

1 First tip: When you wake
up, it’s in your best interest to
drag yourself out of bed (if you
can actually muster the energy),
drink a litre of water and go for
a workout or a walk in the fresh
air. Exercise increases circulation
and guides unwanted, alcoholinduced, toxins out of your body.
But don’t exceed the limits of
your physical capabilities, you’ll
feel a lot worse — trust me. You’re
already dehydrated remember?
Alcohol is a diuretic, meaning
you’ll lose a lot of water in your
system while celebrating happy
hour. If you’re not the active type,
find a sauna or steam room. As
soon as you break that first sweat,

you’ll start to feel better.

2 Second tip: Have a healer.
Also known as “the hair of the dog
that bit you,” a healer, which is a
morning cocktail, is quite possibly
the best way to take the edge off
when you wake up. My go-to is a
caesar. When you’re at the cabin
or camping, there’s no time to lie
on the couch and pussy-foot your
way through the day. You need to
show some resiliency. That’s when
the healer comes into play. Go
have a nice breakfast — consider
the damage you’ve already done
to your body and avoid the greasy
fast food meals — drink some
water (or Powerade) and then
grab yourself an adult beverage.
If this drink activates the elusive
gag reflex, then you may want to
try a caesar. The Clamato juice in
a caesar is high in sugar, and will
enable your sensitive stomach to
properly metabolize the alcohol.

Like Malcolm, he didn’t know
what to expect from the tryouts.
“It was nerve-racking,” said
Soriano, also a first-year business student. “It’s a big step going
from high school ball to college.”
Although he didn’t make the
cut, Soriano was able to gauge the
level of play in college. This will
be great knowledge for him when
he is at the tryouts for next year’s
team.
In total, 27 players tried out
for a spot on this year’s squad.
Only three of them are returning
players from last year’s team — a
team that went unbeaten on their
way to the MCAC championship.
Most coaches would be skeptical
about repeating such a season
with so few players coming back,
but not men’s basketball coach
Sukhvir Singh.
With four seasons of coaching under his belt, Singh is starting his second year at the helm of
the Rebels team. When thinking
back on the success of his first
season as coach, Singh can’t help
but smile.
“It’s a great feeling (going unbeaten),” he said.
Singh knows it will be tough
to repeat such a strong season, but
thinks that this year’s group has
an opportunity to do it again.
If the Rebels are able to
repeat as champions, and make
an attempt at going unbeaten
for the second season in a row,
it would add to Coach Singh’s
already impressive resume.
It would also give the Rebels’
faithful more reasons to make
their men’s basketball squad a
team to watch this upcoming
season.
“It’s (going to be) exciting,”
Singh said.
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DISCOVER FORTY CREEK WHISKY

3 Third tip: This final tip is
arguably the most important and
has the potential to be the TSN
Turning Point of your morning
condition. When you stumble
home at night (well-marinated,
of course) be sure to grab a quick
bite along with a few tall glasses of
water. You never want to neglect
this procedure before hitting the
sack, ever.
The water in your system will
help flush the alcohol through
your pores while you sleep. The
food in your stomach, most
notably the carbohydrates, will
decrease the alcohol absorbed
to your bloodstream — hence
the lengthy 2 a.m. traffic jams at
every McDonald’s.
So there you have it. You
wouldn’t pour dirt in your gas
tank and expect your engine to
run like new, and your body isn’t
any different.
This has been Your Health
with Joel Marcoux telling you to
be responsible when you drink irresponsibly.
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Rated #1
Tonight,

You Be The

Judge.
Double Gold Medal
San Francisco World Spirits

Best Canadian Whisky
New England Whisky Festival

Gold Medal

World Selection, Brussels

Highest Award

International Spirits Challenge,
London, England

Highest Score

Beverage Testing Institute,
Chicago, 2007
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Paintball

on the Prairies
Splatter Series the highlight of
Manitoba’s paintball calendar
Fury. The team Manitoba Fury
is even featured in NPPL Championship Paintball 2009, a video
ERIC SOCHASKY is a five- game for XBOX 360 and Playstayear veteran of paintball but was tion 3.
Local paintball entreprea first-time competitor this year
neurs,
like Spina and Schroeder,
at Manitoba’s premiere paintwork
together
to promote the
ball event, the Splatters Paintball
sport and sponsor each other’s
Series.
“Going in, I expected it events. In their opinion it’s imwould be top notch,” said So- portant for the industry to grow as
chasky, commenting on the level a whole. Spina encourages everyof competition at the Splatters one interested in paintball to visit
Paintball Series tournament on a paintball field and experience
the fun firsthand.
Sept. 12 in New Bothwell, Man.
“Watching and asking ques“I had such a good time
today that I’m definitely playing tions are perfect ways to become
immersed in the sport,” Spina
next year,” he said.
This Splatter Series tour- said.
Sochasky pointed out that
nament was one of four tourseasoned
players are always
naments held at Splatters this
willing
to
summer and
assist
those
the series is
want
known for its The sport originated in who
become
high level of the ’70s and ’80s when to
c o m p e t i t i o n it was discovered that i n v o l v e d ,
whether they
and
quality
Pneumatic Marking want to play
playing environment.
Devices – commonly recreationally
or on a tournaSochasky
used to mark cattle ment level.
played
with
“The
and trees from a
team
Riot,
paintball
comwhich was one
distance – easily
munity is so
of the 16 teams
doubled as a tool for small here,” he
on the field
said. “Everysports play.
at the event.
one is willing
Teams battled
to
lend
a
hand
and
help a newbie
in three different levels of comout.”
petition and aside from three that
The sport has come a long
travelled from Ontario to participate, teams were primarily from way through it’s history and continues to change.
Manitoba.
“Paintball is a rollercoaster,”
Evan Schroeder, general
manager of Splatters Paint- Spina said, talking about the
ball, began construction of the sport’s numerous transformations
well-known Manitoba paintball over the years.
As Schroeder explained, the
complex in 2000. He created
sport
originated in the 70s and
Splatters as a side business in
2003 and it became his full-time 80s when it was discovered that
profession in 2007. Schroeder Pneumatic Marking Devices —
began organizing tournaments in commonly used to mark cattle
and trees from a distance — easily
2005.
Schroeder is just one of doubled as a tool for sports play.
Participants initially dressed
several entrepreneurs in Maniin
camouflage,
played in wooded
toba’s lively paintball industry.
areas,
and
viewed
paintball as a
Another, Canadian Paintball coowner Giovanni Spina, has pro recreational activity. This basic,
militaristic aspect of the sport
shops in three provinces.
Spina began his paintball was revolutionized in the 20th
business in 1999 when he opened century.
Markers that could shoot
a field outside of Winnipeg. The
faster
were introduced to players
company became an Internet
and
new
hoppers were created
business in 2000 and by 2004,
to
compensate
for the increase in
had opened five pro shops in
Alberta, Manitoba, and Ontario. speed. Professional teams comHe currently works at the shop on peted in organized tournaments,
wore colourful, matching uniNassau Street in Winnipeg.
Spina coordinates and par- forms, and secured sponsorships.
ticipates in activities at his field Fields were built smaller, roughly
and understated his efforts: “I’m half the size of a football field.
Instead of hiding in the
dedicated to paintball,” he said.
woods,
these new fields consisted
Canadian Paintball is not
only a success in business, but also of maintained grass or Astroturf and small inflatable bunkers
professionally.
A few of Canadian Paint- became the only protection from
ball’s professional teams have the opposing teams. Strategy and
travelled throughout Canada to planning, as well as athleticism,
compete, and even to California became core aspects of the game.
Recently, the paintball incompeting at Huntington Beach
dustry
has shifted back to previand Disneyland. Some of those
teams have included the Young- ous recreational and militaristic
bloods, CP Army, and Manitoba styles of play. The cost associated
Amanda Hope
Volunteer

Photos courtesy of ShotByKaylie.com

Paintball has come a long way from it’s roots tagging cows in the pasture.

with entering a tournament as
a professional team was a huge
factor and playing recreationally became cheaper than playing
tournament paintball.
Despite this recent change,
Spina and Schroeder are both
confident the industry will continue to grow over the next few
years. They both believe paintball
will return to the large tournament style popular in the past and

the number of professional teams
participating will increase.
“Technology is not maxed
out,” Spina said. “There’s still
room for development of product
and gear.”
An important point to note,
Schroeder explained; “You don’t
have to be physically fit or anything to be good at paintball.
Anyone can play.”
Paintball is as much a mental
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game as it is a physical one, and
having a good strategy is just
as important as being athletic,
Schroeder said.
“You have to be able to see
and be able to move. You can
be 10 or 60. It’s really anybody’s
game,” he said.
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Matt Henry’s long road back
Bisons’ running
back recovers
from devastating
injury
Steven Dreger
Volunteer
CONCERNING the eating
habits of offensive linemen, Matt
Sheridan rarely passes up a meal.
But on Nov. 27, 2007, while
watching the Vanier Cup at the
Rogers Centre in Toronto, the
former Winnipeg Blue Bomber
couldn’t stomach his stadium
hot dogs after what he’d just witnessed. The cause of Sheridan’s
indigestion was a broken femur
bone sustained by University of
Manitoba’s star running back
Matt Henry.
“My first reaction, I thought
it was just a regular charlie-horse.
I’ve always taken big hits and just
bounced right back up,” Henry
said in a recent interview.
This was anything but a
regular charlie-horse. In reality
Henry broke the largest bone in
his body. The hit Henry suffered
created a YouTube following
across the country, as the replay
racked up over 76,000 views.

Photo courtesy of Manitoba Bisons

After a gruesome leg injury, Bisons’ running back Matt Henry is excited to be back on the field.

“I had never seen anything
like that before, it made your
knees buckle just watching it,”
said Bisons quarterback Nate
Friesen, recalling the scene of the

injury. “The replay of the hit only
ran once. After the big screen operator realized how sick the play
was, they didn’t want to put the
fans through watching it again.”

Doctors would soon drop
a bomb on Matt Henry’s world,
telling him he might not play football ever again. To have a chance
of gaining his regular mobility in

his right leg, Henry needed an
intensive two-hour surgery. Successful surgery led to extremely painful therapy. Agonizing
stretching, icing, painful massaging and working out became
Henry’s routine. Motivated to put
the pads on again one day, Henry
took his therapy one day at a time.
“I was willing to do anything
to get back on the field, back with
the guys. There was nothing that
was going to hold me back from
playing football,” Henry said.
Nine months of teeth-grinding therapy, school and strong
prescription drugs is an experience Henry does not want to go
through again. The effort Henry
put forward resulted in a full recovery. He started working out
with the team again in, able to
contribute to the team’s backfield.
“The guy didn’t lose a step
from the injury. Thank God,”
Friesen said. “He’s a great guy
who works hard and deserves his
shot at the next level.”
Henry’s positive attitude
and persevering work ethic is an
example of how dedicated to
football he is.
“Everybody who plays in
the CIS has a dream of going to
the next level, you know CFL or
NFL, and my dream is no different.” Henry said.

LOCAL SPORTS

Big changes
don’t affect
Winnipeg
Saints’
outlook on
season
Neil Babaluk
Volunteer
WIDESPREAD change was the
theme of the Manitoba Junior
Hockey League’s Winnipeg
Saints during the off-season. The
team is looking to avenge their
early exit from last year’s playoffs,
which was a disappointing end
for the regular season champs.
Over the summer, the
league’s leading scorer, Dan Watt,
made the move from the Saints to
Nipissing University in Ontario Expect Blake Chartier to be counted on to fill the net this season for the new look Saints.
while another of their leading
scorers, Blair MacAulay, graduat- junior hockey,” Cassidy said of a shot at not only winning the Steelers to the Royal Bank Cup
ed to the University of Manitoba the roster turnover that the team league, but being the best team in in 2007, Canada’s Junior “A” nahas experienced. “It opens up op- Canada,” Chartier said.
tional hockey championship.
Bisons.
Along with Chartier, four“Generally, I stress defence
The Saints’ coaching ranks portunities for players to step up
and fill a larger year vet and new team captain first, which will be different from
were
not
immune
to “It’s the natural evolution role with the Craig Simchuk returns to the the previous Saints teams which
team.
largely stressed heavy firepower,”
change either. of junior hockey. It opens team.”
Last season’s
“Craig is going to be a huge Cassidy said.
Coach Doug
up opportunities for
Chartier believes Cassidy’s
Stokes
was players to step up and fill a second leading part of what we do here,” Chartscorer,
Blake ier said. “He’s definitely going to approach to the game is a positive
forced
into
for the team.
r e t i r e m e n t larger role with the team.” C h a r t i e r , be our heart and soul guy.”
agreed.
The
Saints
have
always
been
“He’s a big believer in hard
due to health
- Keith Cassidy,
“Lots
of
people
a
team
that
relied
on
offensive
work,
creating our own bounces
reasons and
Saints’ Coach
think it’s a re- firepower at the front end. The and controlling what we can
was replaced
by former Selkirk Steelers’ coach, building year for us, but we think new coach brings a more bal- control. He believes if we work
with the guys we have back from anced game plan. It’s a plan that hard we’re going to be as good as
Keith Cassidy.
“It’s the natural evolution of last year that we’re going to have served him well in leading the the next team, regardless of how
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Photo Courtesy of Winnipeg Saints

many guys we lost from last year.
He brings a different look to the
team,” he said.
Despite
the
significant
changes and last year’s playoff
performance, the Saints find
themselves ranked as the fifthbest Junior A team in the nation.
The ranking from the Canadian
Junior Hockey League hasn’t put
too much pressure on the team.
“It doesn’t mean all that
much,” Chartier said. “But it
certainly is a compliment to the
group of guys that we have.”
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AUTOMOBILE RACING

Racing with daddy’s money
Tayvia Dorge is burning up the dirt track

Photos courtesy of KazGrafix

Don’t be fooled by Dorge’s Barbie-pink truck and her “Daddy’s Money” mentality. Challenge her to a race on the track all you want, but she’ll probably beat you.

and inspiration remains clear for
all to see — “Daddy’s Money”
emblazons the back of Tayvia’s
Barbie-pink truck.
Amanda Lefley
“My dad asked me if I
Sports Beat
wanted to race. I said, ‘Sure,’ and
THE ROAD hasn’t been paved he said, ‘Well what do you want
the entire way for truck racer to race?’” Tayvia recalled. “I said
a truck because it didn’t seem like
Tayvia Dorge.
Last September, in a dramat- they were as violent.”
Tayvia hasn’t eased up on the
ic race that could have killed her,
gas
pedal
since her accident.
Tayvia rolled her Chevrolet S10
In two short years, she’s has
— not just once, but four times,
while 10 feet in the air. The truck competed in 30 races, placing
was destroyed and left those who ninth in the 2008 point chase and
improving to fourth in this year’s
saw the crash fearing for her life.
“I got rushed to the hos- chase. Last season, she won her
pital and they thought I had a first race in Greenbush, Minn.,
and later won
broken collaranother
in
bone, broken
“I get people every
Dauphin.
everything
night that I race
Tayvia’s deterpretty much. I
mination and
coming up to me
got a full body
accomplishX-ray,” Tayvia
saying they’re so
said. “Nothing impressed that a girl is ments haven’t
gone unnoticed.
was wrong so
racing,”
“I get people
I just left the
every
night that
hospital and I
- Tayvia Dorge
I race coming
really wanted to
up to me saying
get back racing.
I didn’t want this to be the end they’re so impressed that a girl is
because I had a bad crash. Most racing,” she said. “People come
people don’t get back into the seat up to me and tell me how much I
have improved since last year.”
after a crash like that.”
But Tayvia gets most excited
But Tayvia proved that she’s
recalling
the highlight of her
not like most people. She and her
dad, Roger, worked day and night career, when she completed a
rebuilding the demolished Chevy, ‘clean sweep’ — winning both her
determined to get it back on the heat and the feature race — on
her home turf at the Red River
track.
The truck was ready in time Co-op Speedway. Tayvia is the
for the next race and the 18-year- only woman to do so at that track.
“My dad was probably
old finished third.
more
excited then I was because
After Tayvia’s brush with
death, it’s easy to see why Roger I couldn’t really believe it,” she
instantly second-guessed his deci- laughed.
“I was high-fiving everyone
sion to convince his daughter to
try her hand at the sport in the that was walking past me, and
they were high-fiving me,” Roger
first place.
“At first I was a little appre- added. “I had people shaking my
hensive on how she would handle hand and that was before she
it,” Roger, 56, said. “Sometimes I even got off the track.”
Seeing a female driver
get a little worried depending on
the situation. That’s my daughter perform well at the track may sit
well with the fans, but it doesn’t
out there.”
But Roger’s encouragement always with the opposing drivers.

“Guys don’t like when I beat
them,” Tayvia laughed. “And
they always come up to me and
they’re like, ‘So I guess I got beat
by a girl.’ It’s humorous.”
But it’s not always humorous, and some guys go so far as
blaming Tayvia for accidents that
could have hurt somebody.
Tayvia recalled one less humorous run-in with a competitor
in the past. Tayvia recalled one
driver accusing of her having a
lead foot. The driver said Tayvia

should have let off the gas as she
had almost caused an accident.
“I was nowhere near him and
my dad said he was just mad that
I passed him. Other than that,
there hasn’t been any drama,” she
said.
Added Roger: “She’s here,
she’s serious, and she’s kicking
their ass. The other guys have
been racing for 20 years, 15 years.
She has been racing for two and
she’s kicking their ass.”
Tayvia plans to keep her foot

on the gas and doesn’t plan to let
up anytime soon. She plans to
take her passion for the track to
the next level and find a racing
school in Las Vegas or California.
“Right now my goal is to
get a points championship at
the Winnipeg track,” she said.
“Then maybe further down the
road, it sounds kind of corny, but
NASCAR.”
To follow Tayvia, visit her website,
daddysmoney.ca

Looking for Part-time
Work this hoLiday season?
Please apply in person at your local Liquor Mart between
the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.
from September 28 - October 11, 2009
Hourly rate of $12.35
Please visit our website at www.liquormartsonline.com

an equal opportunity employer
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CROSSWORD BY SANDY CHASE CUP Graphics Bureau Chief

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com (http://www.bestcrosswords.com). Used with permission.
ACROSS
1- Streetcar;
5- Slammin’ Sammy;
9- Grease (up);
13- Yorkshire river;
14- Equipped;
15- King of comedy;
16- Cooked with Parmesan
cheese;
18- Sportscaster Albert;
19- Make possible;
20- New Year’s Eve;
22- Eye sores;
23- Nigerian city;
24- Hindu music;
26- Marked down;
31- News letters;
34- Organization to promote
theater;
37- Captures;
38- Kind principles;
42- Edict of the czar;
43- Children’s author Blyton;
44- Born;
45- Made of cannabis;
47- Aforementioned;
50- Compact;
53- Saunter;
57- Longevity of an individual;
61- Specimen;

62- Son of Judah;
63- Greedy;
65- Big do;
66- Shoe ties;
67- Lymph ___;
68- Enemies;
69- Actress Chase;
70- Minerals;

DOWN
1- Ribbons;
2- Cheerful;
3- Marshal;
4- One who belongs to a
group;
5- Hindu title;
6- Brando’s birthplace;
7- Spanish Mister;
8- Slowly, musically;
9- Priest of the East;
10- ___ Bator, Mongolia;
11- Vamp Theda;
12- Begrudge;
14- Candle count;
17- Ingrid’s “Casablanca”
role;
21- Devilfish;
23- Greek island;
25- Moo goo ___ pan;
27- Japanese honorific;
28- Analogous;

THINGS YOU NEVER SAY TO WOMEN By Mad Men, The Peak (Simon Fraser University)

A SOFTER WORLD by Horne and J Comeau

LET IT GO, MAN by Thor Blondal

THE PROJECTOR

29- ___ majeste;
30- Salinger girl;
31- Nope;
32- Vomit;
33- Muslim elder and
prayer-leader;
35- Convert into leather;
36- Come up;
39- Horned viper;
40- Food and water;
41- Agency of the United
Nations;
46- Kathmandu resident;
48- Apple product;
49- Gaming tile;
51- Maritime;
52- Nosh;
54- Trail of a wild animal;
55- Dodge;
56- Approvals;
57- Idle away time;
58- Dope;
59- Payment for travel;
60- Slaughter of baseball;
61- Bro’s counterpart;
64- Actor Stephen;
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Winnipeg
makes
history
with
Ciclovia
Emelia Nyarku
Volunteer
AS THE DAYS become shorter,
it appears Winnipeggers are
taking advantage of the weather
and getting outside as much as
possible.
While some took the time to
enjoy the clear and sunny skies
by the beach, thousands headed
by foot, skateboard, and bicycle
to downtown Winnipeg Sept. 13,
and made history by becoming
the first Canadian city to host
Ciclovia.
“It’s a way to promote
healthy living and active transportation,” explained Nisha
Tuli, marketing manager for the
Downtown Winnipeg Biz.

Miguel Martinez / The Projector

Five-thousand Winnipeggers flocked downtown to take in Canada’s first Ciclovia event.

Ciclovia began in Columbia
over 30 years ago and its translation means “bike-path.”
The event usually occurs
on Sundays, with major roads
blocked off allowing people to
fill the streets with cycling and
running. The event supports
physical activity, good health and
often involves fitness demonstrations and music.

“It’s also trying to raise
awareness for active transportation. We want people to be aware
that there are other ways than
just driving everywhere,” Tuli
said.
Ciclovia events are now
held in cities around the world,
but still hasn’t made its way to
Canada until now.
While other major Canadian

Sherbrook Street Fest draws crowd

cities have held similar events,
including Car-Free Sundays,
Winnipeg is the first Canadian
city host the event.
“This is the pilot project,”
Tuli said. “If it goes well then
we’re going to hopefully do this a
few Sundays next year.”
The Downtown Winnipeg
Biz organized the event with
community support and dona-

MUSIC

Hometown heroes treat
local fans to secret show
Neal Snikeris
Volunteer

Erika Andersen / The Projector

There is never a shortage of entertainment at the Sherbrook Street Festival.

Erika Andersen
Volunteer
WALKING toward Sherbrook Avenue, a
horse-drawn carriage carrying a group of
kids with painted faces passes a group of
pedestrians. In West Broadway, children
danced, college students drank beer, and
older couples enjoyed the music.
But for Michelle Slota, organizing the
Sherbrook Street Festival wasn’t just about
closing down a chunk of Sherbrook and
having live bands play for a crowd.
“It’s about getting people out here
that normally wouldn’t come,” she said.
“West Broadway has a negative reputation, but we want to show people how
much development has been done here,
and what a unique community this is.”
Indeed, the Sherbrook Street Festival
seemed to have attracted a crowd made up
of people who may not have been to this
area otherwise.
And of course, it’s no simple task
trying to organize those people to come
out.
Slota, who works at the West End
Cultural Centre, plans the festival in her
spare time.

“Most of the planning is done
through email, and I can get a lot of that
done on my lunch hour,” she said.
Planning for each year’s event begins
in April, Slota said. At that time, she goes
through the arduous process of getting the
permits involved with putting on a street
festival. Getting the acts for the show is
actually very easy, she said.
“I usually have to turn people down,”
Slota said. “Acts from previous years want
to perform again but I try to make sure
each year we have a different group, and
try to keep the lineup as diverse as possible.”
One of this year’s acts was Jazz
on Wheels. Steve Kirby, University of
Manitoba’s director of jazz studies, led the
ensemble, and said he believes jazz music
is interactive.
His band gave out small hand instruments, getting kids and adults alike to
dance and play along. His group plays for
the kids, to get them involved in music.
“We are an outreach program,”
Kirby said.
Kirby added the festival is a great
venue to get jazz music heard by people
who might not hear it otherwise.

tions. City Hall kicked in a
$25,000 donation of services
devoted to street closures for the
event.
“These are the kinds of
things that encourage people
to get downtown,” said Mark
Kohoe, the city committee director for Bike To The Future. The
advocacy group is working to
make cycling safe and accessible
in Winnipeg and was one of the
many community groups present
at the event.
Vendors, community groups
and buskers lined the north side
of Broadway Street between
Osborne Street and Main
Street, linking a bike route from
Assiniboine Park to The Forks.
Events were free and included tai
chi classes, a hay maze and bike
clinics.
“It’s so fun and just a really
good idea to get people out and
interacting in the community,“
said Wolseley resident Michelle
Gamache, who attended the
event by bicycle.
The BIZ estimated 5,000 attended Ciclovia and was thrilled
with the event.
“I can’t say for sure but all
signs suggest we will be doing this
again next year,” Tuli said.

The heat was sweltering. The sound was
deafening.
If you weren’t paying attention you
were likely to catch a punch or a kick to
the face.
The crowd was just fine with that.
Most of them probably preferred it that
way. That’s what the hardcore scene is all
about.
A gathering of 100 raucous hardcore
music fans were treated to an up close
and personal intimate show headlined
by local hardcore band Comeback Kid
on Sept. 20 at Venue 13. The venue is a
small, attic-like loft perched high above
Ragpickers clothing store on McDermot
Avenue in the Exchange District.
After walking up several flights of
steep stairs in the old building, the crowd
felt as if they were walking into a sauna.
That didn’t matter to them, however, as
seeing Comeback Kid at such a venue
doesn’t happen all the time.
Comeback Kid has opened for Bad
Religion and toured with Rise Against.
They are set to play the prestigious
Soundwave Music Festival in Australia
early next year with the likes of My
Chemical Romance, AFI, and Jane’s Addiction, so a smaller show like this one is
a little bit of a rarity.
The show was planned weeks ago
but kept low-key until the band played
the Skate4Cancer benefit at The Plaza
Skate Park at The Forks the day before.
“They let the crowd know a little bit
about it (at the Skate4Cancer thing),”
said Dan Thomas, a friend of the band
that was working the door at the show.
“I guess they thought it’d be fun to do a
small underground show. It’s just like the
theme of the weekend.”
Lead singer Andrew Neufeld said
the band wanted to do something special
for the fans.
“We played yesterday at The Forks

and it was a free show. A whole bunch
of Winnipeg bands played. There was,
I don’t know, a couple thousand people,
a great crazy crowd. It was a fun night,”
Neufeld said. “We just wanted to do a
small show for the hardcore community.”
The crowd seemed to enjoy every
minute as the band powered through a
high-energy set featuring tracks off of all
three of their studio albums. Two of the
many songs that really got the pit into a
frenzy were the title tracks off of 2007’s
Broadcasting... and Wake The Dead, from
2005.
Another local hardcore group, Withdrawal, got the crowd extra rowdy before
the headliners.
Withdrawal lead guitarist Joel Dyson
liked the idea of the small, virtually unannounced and unadvertised show.
“(A member of Comeback Kid) ran
into our bass player and said they wanted
to do an intimate show. It’s basically just
like playing a little show with your buddies
so why not?” he said.

Cindy Frey
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Like a breath of Thin Air
Emily
Baron Cadloff
Arts Editor
THE BEGINNING of September always marks a few traditions
for Winnipeggers: back to school
season, mosquito season, and the
Winnipeg International Writers
Festival.
This year, the festival —
which also goes by the name
Thin Air — runs from Sept. 20 to
27, and features writers from all
around the globe.
“I really want to handpick
a lineup that will introduce the
readers here to great writing,

whether it’s written by someone
who’s famous or whether it’s
written by someone who’s
unknown,” says festival director
Charlene Diehl. “I try to handpick the books that really grab
me, where I think there’s a lot of
promise and the writing is very
compelling.”
Along with picking writers
and books for the festival, Diehl is
also responsible for creating unity
within the programming.
“I’m kind of listening for
certain thematic issues that come
out of the text. This has been
the most fascinating thing for me
in my work here,” says Diehl. “I
think that writers are kind of our
soothsayers, you know? They run

ahead of the rest of us and they
say something about where we’re
going. So I try to organize each of
those main stages around an idea
that’s presenting itself in each of
the works.”
Putting on this festival every
year is a tough job, and not just
creatively. In addition to picking
writers and promoting great
works of literature, the staff of
seven spends their time throughout the year picking venues, applying for grants, and ironing out
all the details of the week long
festivities.
“Everyone here is really a
jack of all trades,” says Perry
Grosshans, general manager of
the festival. “I write grant ap-

plications and hunt down sponsors, and I’m also the production
manager, so I’m in charge of the
details of the venues too.”
A festival of this kind isn’t
cheap to throw, either. With a
budget of just over $300,000,
most of the money needed comes
from the government. And with
the economic downturn, there
aren’t a lot of arts grants available.
“This year was really hard
for us,” Grosshans says. “We lost
a couple of sponsors because of
the economic climate, and there
hasn’t been an increase in government funding for a couple of
years.
“It’s the same group of
people competing for the same
pot of money, so it’s been hard,”
he said.
To offset those difficulties,

Local fundraiser ends on high note
said. “We were told by health
nurses that you can have a diet of
just water and rice to be able to
HAVE you ever thought that you efficiently nurse your child.”
could help someone by eating a
Hearing how so little could
delicious baked good? Have you make such a difference the trio
considered that buying yourself decided to act.
a beautiful handcrafted necklace
Since then their fundraisers
could benefit an entire commu- have grown out of the modest
nity halfway around the world?
school gym in Elie, Man., here
This
past
began their opweekend
these “All we’re wanting to erations.
seemingly impos- do is set the scene
In the first
sible feats were as
year,
they only
for people to give.”
easy as, well, pie.
raised $600. But
- Sandy Pott,
Bake Bake
each year they’ve
event organizer
and Blinkets craft
steadily increased
and bake sale
their totals. Last
held their final sale at The Forks year’s event at Assiniboia Downs
on Sept. 12 and 13, marking the raised over $3,000.
end of their five-year run.
Through World Vision,
Between children and full- they’ve been able to purchase
time jobs, there’s hardly any time, seeds and tools for harvest, and
said organizer Sandy Pott.
stoves for families to distil water
Pott, along with Jaime and cook meals. Along with lifeBarron, and Christen Lewis, saving antibiotics and medication,
started the group four years ago the lives of youth in Africa are
after watching a World Vision ad looking up.
on television. Instead of flipping
In addition to the homemade
the channel, as they admit many blankets, scarves, and hats, enpeople do, they decided some- tertainment was aplenty for the
thing had to be done.
kids. Wink the Clown was making
“These people were dying. balloon animals and painting
It was just too much for us,” Pott faces. Any donations made were
Mike Choi
Volunteer
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put towards the fund.
“It’s great to be able to just
help people and make the kids
happy,” the performer said.
This year there was also a
“bucket fundraiser” where any
donations put into a bucket went
to help purchase backpacks and
school supplies for children in
Canada.
And while Bake Bake and
Blinkets end their short-lived era,
the trio said they are not through
with helping. They’re already
planning a social next year for
a charity that has yet to be announced.
The three hope their philanthropic efforts continue to rub off
onto others.
“All we’re wanting to do is set
the scene for people to give,” Pott
said.
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the festival reduced the amount
of writers it brought in. However,
those writers will be doing more,
Grosshans says.
“Each writer is doing three,
four, sometimes five events. So the
amount of programming hasn’t
gone down at all,” he said.
So where does the name
Thin Air come from, anyways?
“There was this great image
from a poem that I had encountered when I was in high school,”
Diehl recalls. “It was a quote
about a poet, being like a high
wire artist, performing these
really elaborate tricks way above
the eyes of the audience.
“It had this enticement and
risk factor that I think is fitting.
And it’s kind of a magic act, too,
like ‘Wow, you pulled that out of
thin air!’”
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Exhibit celebrates artist’s never before seen work
Aggie Semeniuk
Volunteer
THE CROWD at Martha Street
Studio was a joyful one: laughing,
joking and reminiscing. Remembering the life of Jan Boning.
Boning, born in Amsterdam
in 1931, immigrated to Canada
in 1956. Here he worked as a
silkscreen production artist before
trying his hand at drawing and
producing art prints. Much of his
work has been displayed at several
galleries, including Toronto’s
Ashley and Crippen Gallery, and
the Winnipeg Art Gallery.
A Life In Print; Jan Boning
showcases a wide range of Boning’s work from drawings and
diary pages, to screen prints, even
a miniature gallery diorama.
Jan’s son, Frieso, found much
of the never before seen work
after his father’s death in 2006,
hidden under a bed.
Channeling his father’s spirit
for this exhibit was easy for Frieso,
an artist himself.
“I felt many both happy and
sad correlations in our lives, both
of us ‘putting away the paintbrushes’ to make a living in the
business world,” Frieso said. “I
was thrilled at being able to work
on this project and present my
dad’s work to a new public.”
One thing that stood out to
attendees on the show’s opening
night were the vibrant colours, a
staple of Boning’s work.
“It’s a very, very uplifting
gallery,” said one attendee, Ben
Todd. “The colours are good,
very vibrant, and overall very enjoyable.”
Local artist Dany Reede
agreed.
Boning “was so progressive

Aggie Semeniuk / The Projector

Vibrant colours and eccentric prints were Jan Boning’s signature style.

for his time,” Reede said. “The
things he was doing in the ’60s
and ’70s are what a lot of people
are just doing now (in screen
printing). His colours were especially amazing.”
As art enthusiasts gathered
around the gallery, Frieso recalled
his father’s trademark generosity.
“He was always helping
out people often with a job or a
loan of money,” said Frieso, who

is curating the show. “Most of
the time he would get burned in
one way or another but it never
stopped him from helping out the
next person.”
A Life In Print; Jan Boning runs
until October 15, at the Martha Street
Studio, next to the Manitoba Museum.

Want to
Volunteer?
Volunteer Manitoba invites the public
to visit community organizations at our annual

Community Volunteer Fair
RED RIVER COLLEGE

October 6, 7, 2009
9:00am - 1:30pm
Notre Dame Campus, Building C
For more information on this event and volunteering
in your community, please visit our websites:

www.myvop.ca

www.mbvolunteer.ca
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Women at play
Shayna Wiwierski
Arts Beat
WITH a name like FemFest,
one might think this theatre
festival is for women only. But
though this collection of plays
showcases work written by
women, organizers promise a
line up that can be enjoyed by
everyone.
The festival, which promotes women playwrights and
actors, is titled Herstory.
“The collection of plays,
workshops, and readings all
look at one woman’s story or
several women’s stories and
several perspectives of womanhood,” says festival artistic director Hope McIntyre.
The festival is celebrating
its seventh year and is excited
to bring new things to audiences both new and old.
“Every year we introduce
new components and mix
things up to make it exciting
and unique. We have a following, we see the same people
and depending on the show
we bring in difference audience bases,” says McIntyre, a
theatre professor at the University of Winnipeg.
This year, Norma Bowles,
from Fringe Benefits in California, will be presenting a forum
theatre piece. Forum theatre
is when the audience stops the
play while the actors are performing and suggest different
actions, changing the outcome
of the story.
With all the different

theatre festivals happening in
Winnipeg, what sets FemFest
apart?
Cairn Moore, a playwright
and University of Winnipeg
theatre professor, says the festival
helps bring an understanding to
the community and helps support
females in the theatre industry.
“Unfortunately we live in a
world where professional theatre
isn’t producing women’s work as
much as men’s, and this is the way
that the women word is being
heard,” Moore says.
“Anyone who is interested in
theatre can learn a new skill or
practice a skill,” says Cairn whose
own show, Love for Sale, is featured
in the festival.
Moore has known McIntyre
for the past seven years and not
only credits her as a mentor, but
as a pioneer for the women’s
theatre community in Winnipeg.
“(She’s an) amazing women,”
Moore says. “If it wasn’t for
Hope, women here would not
have this opportunity. It has been
her life work to make this happen.
She has worked tirelessly to help
other women and other writers.
She’s a mentor, I’ve learned a ton
from her.”
FemFest runs Sept. 25 to Oct. 4 at the
CanWest Centre for Theatre and Film
at the University of Winnipeg. Tickets
cost $10 for single shows; $25 for a
three show pass is $25; and $50 for a
festival pass is $50.
For more information visit
www.femfest.ca.
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Damon sinks comedy Spears Still Pop Princess
Shayna Wiwierski
Arts Beat

Photo courtesy of Entertainment Trend

three years.
Although the film is set in
the 1990s, it does everything to
IF THIS film was supposed to be echo the cheesy spy movies of
funny, I didn’t get the joke.
the 1970s. The kind of comedy
Starring a pudgy Matt
this film spews out includes such
Damon, The Informant! is based
lines as, “Mark Whitacre, 0014.
on a true story and and on the
Why 0014? Because I’m twice
book of the same name by New
as smart as 007.”
York Times reporter Kurt EichenWhitacre comes off as a
wald. The movie
bumbling idiot,
revolves around
THE INFORMANT!
and a chronic
Directed by Steven Soderbergh
Mark Whitacre,
liar. His musings
Warner Bros. Pictures
the highest-rankabout ordinary
ing executive
IIIII
things are at
whistleblower in
times witty, but
U.S. history.
it’s often hard to
At first Whitacre’s life seems determine if Whitacre is naïve
wonderful: life is plush and
or just incredibly stupid.
luxurious as the vice-president at
But it’s Whitacre’s idiocy
a company that produces food
that makes this film almost hard
additives.
to watch. It’s cringe-worthy
But Whitacre’s perfect life
watching him spill the beans
comes apart at the seams when
about his involvement with the
he begins talks with the FBI to
FBI, and the awkward moments
expose a price-fixing scheme inlack the humour that Damon
volving company executives. He
and director Steven Soderbergh
is overwhelmed by the thought
were clearly going for.
of living a double life, but ends
Save your pennies and skip
up wearing a wire for the FBI for this one.

Robin Dudgeon
Arts Beat

It’s been two years since Britney
Spears performed at the MTV
Video Music Awards in what was
supposed her comeback performance. It ended up being one
of her worst performances in the
middle of her downward spiral.
Now, two years later, Spears
is embarking on her first tour in
the past five years and made a
stop in Grand Forks, N.D., at the
Alerus Center Sept. 12.
The Circus Featuring Britney
Spears, which was not sold out
(promoters, desperate to fill the
floor, were apparently selling $20
tickets to University of North
Dakota students), started off with
a two-song opener by 19-year-old
newcomer Kristiana DeBarge
and American Idol winner Jordin
Sparks.
Sparks, who has family in
North Dakota, seemed excited to
be there, as did the other countless high-heel-clad fans in the audience. In fact, the only person
who wasn’t excited was Spears
herself.
The Circus started off with
a 20-minute set from Big Apple
Circus that included a very flexible hula-hooper, a leg-less woman
on a trampoline, and an acrobat
with exceptional balance, among
others.
Then it was Britney time.
With a long, drawn out introduction from the “Queen Of
All Media,” Perez Hilton, an

eager crowd screamed, cried,
and danced their way through
Britney’s first number and the
title track off her current album,
“Circus.”
In a show that lived up its
name, Spears lip-synched along
to remixed versions of some her
old hits and her new ones in glittery, barely-there costumes and
bad hair extensions. She also
sang an intimate version of “You
Oughta Know” by Alanis Morrisette in skin-tight pleather leggings, a bikini top and a denim
vest (which she removed half
way through the song).
Spears may not sing live,
but she’s a damn good performer. And let’s be honest here:
Spears is best known for her
performances and crazy antics
more than her voice.
Perhaps the craziest part of
the show (which had some wondering if she was back to her old
ways), was when she talked to the
audience in a Mary Poppins-like
British accent on top on a giant
blue umbrella before performing her 2004 hit “Everytime.”
In fact, that was only one
of three times that Spears ever
addressed the audience (she
never mentioned Grand Forks
or North Dakota).
It was just get in and get out
for Spears, which made it seem
like the only reason she’s doing
these concerts is strictly for the
money.
While it may not have
been the most personal concert,
Britney proved that the Princess
of Pop is back.
Flickr
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